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As we approach October, we cannot help but be
enthusiastic about the bridal season. It brings with it
tremendous opportunities for all professionals in the line
of hair, make-up, nails and spas. It’s exciting to see salon
and spa owners, make-up artists, hairstylists and personal
care brands come together to offer the bride-to-be a
plethora of products and services. Read about it in this
month’s cover story.
The lead story is on hair accessories that are a rage in the
bridal season. From hair extensions, nail art and more,
there is a lot happening in this exciting segment. Balmain
Hair, BBLUNT, Dessange Paris and several other brands
share interesting nuggets.
We bring you Eugene Souleiman, Creative Director, Wella
Professionals, who creates snazzy hair looks for designers
Peter Som and Joseph S/S ‘15. Stan Newton, Creative
Director, Proctor & Gamble Salon Professionals India,
shares his insights with us.
For the festive season, take a look at L’Oréal
Professionnel’s HAIRchalk collection; Naturals has also
launched Äve easy hair looks to do yourself. There are
photo essays by Faruk Mohammed and Sandy Caird,
bridal looks in hair and make-up by experts at Envi Salons
and Zodiac Hair Trendz 2014-15 by Streax Pro.
In Role Model, we meet Daniel Bauer, celebrity and makeup and hairstylist and brand ambassador with Lakmé
Lever and Tresemmé. He shares with aspirants his journey
so far. Aamer Zakir, independent celebrity hairstylist,
shares with us the road he took to fame and fortune.
In our Spa Focus section, there are interviews and visually
appealing photo essays of Anammyaa Wellness and Spa
by the Baradari in Ranbanka Palace in Jodhpur. Here are
spa packages and new launches, too!
Keep yourself updated with new openings, marketing
tools and more in this issue of Salon International!
Feedback is critical for our progress, so do write in.

Hair: Aveda International Team
Photo: Jernny Hands
Make-up: Nick Marshall
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Snippets Latest news and updates of the beauty and hair industry
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New openings Salons and spas across the country

18

Interview Stan Newton, Creative Director of Procter & Gamble Salon
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Professional India, shares his journey, view on the Indian hairdressing industry
and his future endeavours
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Innovation Philips KeraShine GlamStyler, an ultra modern tool that can style
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Marketing tools Attractive offers across salons Pan India
75(1'6

Cover story With the onset of wedding and festive season, leading salons,
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spas, hair and beauty brands are gearing up by reviving their service menu to
lure business opportunities
54-60
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Lead story Growing demand of hair and beauty accessories that the new
generation of brides to-be are open to experimenting with innovative styles in
a bid to look glamorous on their D-day
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In Ärst person Aamer Zakir, Celebrity Hairstylist known for styling international
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International stylist Faruk Mohammed and Sandy Caird, top hairstylists, share
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their mesmerising photo essay called Melanic Angel
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InÅuencer Fashion designer Lalit Dalmia on the importance of hair and make-up
in fashion
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Beauty Interview of make-up artist Samaanta Dwivedi; step by step application
of make-up by MAC

93
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Spa focus Visual dynamics of Spa by the Baradari; interview of Ashma Khanna
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Sachdeva, Managing Director, Anammyaa Wellness, Gurgaon; spa packages
and more
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Celeb style The multifaceted and head-turning star, Diana Penty, shares her
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Coffee break Try this quiz and win prizes
Events The social calendar: what’s happening when and where
Step-by-step Recreate this intricate hairstyle
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TRENDS

HAIRchalk by L’Oréal Professionnel
Fab hair looks for this festive season

EMERALD TWIST: A chic look for your hair
that can be matched with large stone encrusted
earrings or a heavy neckpiece. The beautiful
twists of HAIRchalk Garden Party Green set
into this up do will make you the centre of
conversation at any party – be it a wedding
reception or festival celebration.
RED HOT ENDS: Make heads turn with this ultra-sexy
look. Wear your hair down in a sleek blow dry with a
couple of ends chalked using HAIRchalk Coral Sunset.
This look will set off even a simple ensemble giving you
that added panache to dress up your traditional outÄt
or your cocktail dress.
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EQUIPMENT

Salon tools
Gadgets for professionals
Salon India updates you on new equipments and salon furniture launched by
leading brands

Ikonic multi tongs
This four-in-one interchangeable curling iron is equipped with
multi-styling digital display with an adjustable temperature
that ranges from 120ºC to 230ºC. Layered with a ceramic
barrel, it emits gentle, far-infrared heat that is kinder on the
hair, leaving it soft and shiny. It has a professional PTC heater
for immediate heat up and rapid heat recovery dual voltage
feature. The product has an extra long nine feet length cord
that’s tangle free, too. The product is available in a heat
resistant travel bag. Available at leading equipment stores
and salons.
Price: `5,500

OSIM uAngel massage chair
The brand has introduced a lifestyle
sofa that can be transformed
from a small sofa to a full
body massage chair, by
the touch of a button.
The product is
designed to
complement
the style and
décor of any
modern salon
or spa. The consumers can take advantage of full body
massage while waiting for their services in salons or
spas. Available in contemporary designs and colours
like Celestial White, Stellar Red and Mystique Grey at
signature outlets and stores.
Price: `1,50,000

Sorisa Belex 08 by Advanced Beauty Studio
Hector professional hair brush
The brand has
introduced
a range
of Korean
professional hair
brushes. With a claim to be heat resistant, these
hair brushes are exclusively designed, keeping in mind the
comfort and durability of salon professionals. The brushes
are available in a standard size and with soft, sealed bristles,
ideal for conditioning treatments and sectioning of hair for
greater concentrated distribution. Available at select beauty
outlets and salons at discount of 30 per cent.

This complete facial electro-cosmetic
equipment is designed to cater to the
needs of any facial treatment, from skin
cleansing and hygiene or exfoliation, to
speciÄc moisturising, revitalising, antiwrinkle, reÄrming, anti-seborrhoeic, antiacne and more. The product is equipped
with functions like brushing, atomizer,
suction applicator, high frequency
microgalvanic iontophoresis, decrustation,
galvanisation and passive exercise.
Available at leading distributors of salon
equipments.
Price: On request

Price range: `720 to `850
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Festive fever
Five DIY looks
Karpagam, National Skin Trainer at Naturals Salons shares trendy DIY looks to
add a dash of sparkle to your festive attire

se the concealer to deal with Äne lines. Take your
kohl pencil and draw a Äne stroke in the inner and
upper lid of your eye. To get away with the tiring look,
use a voluminising mascara. Shiny lips are always
pretty; Änish your look with a neutral or pink shade of
lipstick.

U

f you think that the eyes are your best feature, give
them a pop effect. For a striking look, draw a small
wing. If you have translucent powder, use it in between
coating on mascara to plump up your lashes. If you
want to draw attention to your lips, apply a dark shade
of lipstick. For a fuller look, apply a dash of pink or
peach blush, as it contours and deÄnes your cheek
bones.

I

othing can beat the smokey eye look for the
evening. For the perfect smokey look select
eyeshadows that compliment your eyes. Since Indians
have mostly black or brown eyes warm shades like
gold, brown, charcoal black and grey, work the best.
For a simple and quick look, use colour eye pencils
to draw a thick line on the upper eyelid from the inner
corner to the outer corner and smudge it from the
outer corner of your eye, follow the same on your
lower eyelid to get the complete look.

N

uring the festive season, we love to dress in
traditional attire and even our make-up should
be so. Here again, your make-up should compliment
your getup. If your saree or salwar suit is too heavy, it
is ideal to keep the make-up simple and minimum and
vice versa. For a neutral look that will suit any outÄt,
use gold on the eyelid and dark brown on the outer
corner of the eye and blend it towards the crease line
to enhance the shape of the eyes. Finish with a wing
liner on the upper lid and a thick black kohl on the
lower lid. Wear a bindi for the traditional feel.

D

any women love to Åaunt the nude look. Using
light pastel shades such as pink and purple on
the eyes will add freshness. Use a light orange lipstick
and the cheeks to get a triadic combination of colours.

M

Add mascara and foundation to all the looks.
Use HD foundations and airbrush.
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LEAD STORY
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Bridal accessories take centrestage
Tiny, yet essential, the hair and beauty accessories enhance a bride’s look. Market trends
suggest that the new generation of brides to-be are open to experimenting with innovative
styles in a bid to look glamorous on their D-day. Salon India talks to market experts to
know more about hair and beauty accessories, products and brands available in market
[rGbaZkbdZO^kfZ

G

rowing awareness of the global
hair and beauty trends in India,
has increased the demand for
artiÄcial hair and beauty accessories like hair
extensions, headgear, artiÄcial buns, wigs,
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nail extension, eyelashes and decoratives
like bows, Åowers and crystal studded pins.
The traditional accessories have taken a
back seat in this category with the growing
demand for these extensions.

The market of bridal hair and beauty
accessories is picking up unimaginable
heights gradually. The hair and accessories
business have prompted many international
players to set up their shops in India and

EXCLUSIVE

Showstoppers
Brides of India by Envi Salons

E

nvi Salon and Spa is a renowned, fast-growing chain
of salons with major presence across the states of
Maharashtra, Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh. With
Ma
16 outlets dotting the cities of Mumbai, Pune, Hyderabad
Surat, the single-minded focus of the salon chain is to
and Surat
increase itits footprints further. Say Rajesh and Renu Kant,
Directors, Envi Salons and Spa, “We completed 10 glorious
being an inherent part of the salon industry of India,
years bein
August, 2014. We feel, we have etched our name in
in August
gold in a sshort period of time. The motto Envi adheres to
‘Distinction or Nothing’. Once you have partaken off our
is ‘Distinc
services, yyou will releaise that Envi transforms ‘You’ to being
‘Distinctly You’. Education is the key to our success, the
Academy located in Andheri West in Mumbai, offers
Envi Acad
professional hair, beauty and make-up courses. We, at Envi
profession

Salon, believe our clients to be our extended family and work
closely with us, like our team members. We have been able
to grow four folds only because of our highly experienced,
dedicated and spirited team members.” At such a suitable
juncture, Envi Salon presents to its esteemed clients a
mesmerising photo essay titled ‘Brides of India’. A peek
into India’s diverse culture, it’s a breathtaking complilation
of bridal looks from our different states that narrate the
importance of hair and make-up, deftly woven into the weft
and weave, to create the complete bridal look.
The looks are put together by the Creative Team of Envi
Salon who comprise of Neha, the Hairstylist, Tehseen, the
Make-up Artist, Smita who has helped us drape the elegant
saris and the versatile and vivacious director of the company,
Renu Kant.

About the Artists – Neha and Tehseem
Neha, the Technical Head at Envi Salons, has industry experience of more than 15 years.
She has has performed the roles of a Stylist, Senior stylist, Trainer and now, Technical
Operations. She has created the innovative bridal hairstyles in the ensuing pages.
Tehseem has been working in the make-up industry for the past seven years.
She has worked with Kryolan as a make-up trainer and now heads the make-up
division at Envi Salons. She teaches professionel make-up and takes personal
grooming seminars for Envi’s corporate clients.

IN FIRST PERSON

Aamer Zakir
Up for a challenge
Known for creating innovative hairstyles, Aamer Zakir is a celebrity hairstylist who has
styled international models, designers and celebrities. Salon India interacts with this
ambitious stylist to know more about him
[rGbaZkbdZO^kfZ

the beginning
I do not have any professional
training or educational learning
in hairstyling, but I began in
Australia, training at Vidal
Sassoon for some time. After
that I moved to Denmark to start
my career. Then after working in
different countries, I ended up in
India. Presently, am doing many
intersting projects like, styling,
makeovers, backstage work in
fashion extravaganzas and am a
columnist too.

journey so far
Born in Iran, I have travelled
extensively. I have worked with
various brands like Burberry,
Louis Vuitton, L’Oréal, Sunsilk,
Maybelline, Revlon, Coca Cola,
Pepsi, International Male, Jorjy,
Swarovski and Vogue. Also, I
did hair for some international
designers and fashion brand like
Dolce & Gabbana, Tom Ford,
Marks & Spencer (Germany),
Nashi Khalid (UAE), Christopher
Clark (France), Russo (Russia),
Alle’nora (Pakistan), Daniella &
Janie’s (Dubai and Karachi) and
celebrities like Tyra Banks, Heidi
Klum, Kareena Kapoor Khan,
Bipasha Basu, Salman Khan,
Katrina Kaif, Sushmita Sen and
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan, to
name a few.

success mantra
Never follow or ape anyone and
just be yourself. Be friendly,
soft spoken and humble with
the client and your team. Most
importantly, always draw a
thin line between you and your
client.
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Leo

Virgo

Flamboyant, Sexy, Feline

Practical, Neat, Precise

Libra

Scorpio

Balanced, Fashionable, Glamorous

Intense, Mysterious, Sexy
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